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ASPIRE Disposition Reasons 
 
 
Disposition Codes When to Use 

 
Applied after offer made 
Candidate withdrew 

 
Does not meet basic educational requirements 
Does not meet basic experience requirements 
Does not meet basic skill requirements 
Does not meet basic minimum age requirements 
Errors on resume and/or cover letter 
Falsified application information 

 
Finalist - not best qualified - communication skills 
Finalist - not best qualified - education 
Finalist - not best qualified - experience amount 
Finalist - not best qualified - experience relevance 
Finalist - not best qualified - job specific knowledge and skills 
Finalist - not best qualified - lacks sufficient interest in job 
Finalist - not best qualified - problem solving skills 

 
Ineligible for hire 
Ineligible for rehire 
Ineligible for transfer 
Lack of physical capacity (with reasonable accommodation) 
Lacks priority under union contract 
Lacks work authorization 
No show/cancel for interview 
Not available for required travel 

 
Not best qualified - communication skills 
Not best qualified - education 
Not best qualified - experience amount 
Not best qualified - experience relevance 
Not best qualified - job specific knowledge and skills 
Not best qualified - lacks sufficient interest in job 
Not best qualified - problem solving skills 

 
Not considered - incomplete application 
Not reviewed - Data Mgt. Technique 
Not reviewed - submitted after start deadline 
Not willing or able to work hours 
Reference check - negative results 
Req. canceled 
Salary expectations 
Skills/Computer testing - insufficient score 
Stated application deadline passed 
Unable to contact candidate 
Unstable employment history 

 

 
 
 

Use when applicant does not meet: BASIC minimum years 
of experience or education in Basic Qualifications in 
posting 

 

 
 

Use if spelling errors 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use Finalist after Additional Interview or reference stage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experience amount: under or over-qualified 
Relevance: industry or academic per posting 
Specific knowledge: other better qualified 

 
 
 

Use if no cover letter as stated in the posting in Additional 
Information section 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Use if salary requirements listed on application are clearly 
out of range 

 
 


